University of Illinois Graduate Destination Information for Agricultural Education B.S. Recipients in the 2015-2018 Academic Years

Agricultural Leadership Education

Employers and Positions
AgSpectrum--Intern
American Society of Animal Science--Communications Intern
Aston Carter--Accounting and Finance Recruiter
Bushue Human Resources--Staff HR
Cargill--Production Supervisor Trainee
Champaign Park District--Director of After School Program
Collabera--Associate Account Manager

Based upon information from 93% of Agricultural Education graduates from Dec. 15 - Aug. 18.
DeLong company Inc.--supervisor
First State Bank--Teller Supervisor
FLM++--Associate Engagement Specialist
FLM++--Digital and Social Media Copywriter
Granular--Sales Development Representative
Growmark--Associate
Humane Society of Missouri--Assistant Supervisor
Illinois Farm Bureau--Manager Trainee
Illinois FFA Association--Communications Specialist
Illinois High School(s)--Substitute Teacher
Johnson & Johnson Insurance--Insurance Agent
Kelly Services (John Deere Technology Innovation Center)--Mobile App Marketing
PAWS Chicago--Adoption Service Associate
University of Illinois--Human Resource Representative
University of Illinois Extension--4-H Program Coordinator
University of Illinois Extension--Extra Help Program Coordinator, Consumer Economics
University of Illinois Extension--Watershed Outreach Associate
USDA--Program Technician
USDA-NRCS--Soil Conservationist
USI Insurance Services--Employee Benefits Account Administrator

**Institution and Areas of Study**

Fox College--Vet Tech/ Vet Assistant
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Master in Education Policy, Organization, and Leadership
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Masters in Agriculture Production
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Masters in Agricultural Leadership Education (4)
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--BS in Agricultural Leadership and Science Education
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Agricultural Leadership

This information is summarized from data collected via ACES Graduate Destination Survey and represents 95% (40) of the Agricultural Science Education graduates from December 2015 – August 2018. The three-year average salary in this concentration is $4.
Agricultural Science Education

Employers and Positions
AgriCorps--Team Member
Cru--Intern
Illinois High School(s)--Agriculture Teacher/FFA Advisor (16)
Illinois Farm Bureau--Associate
KOCO TV Channel--Meteorology Intern
United States Air Force--2nd Lieutenant

Institution and Areas of Study
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign--Masters

This information is summarized from data collected via ACES Graduate Destination Survey and represents 96% (22) of the Agricultural Leadership Education graduates from December 2015 – August 2018. The three-year average salary in this concentration is $40,625.